A novel approach to quantification of real and artifactual components of current density imaging for phantom and live heart.
Spatial distribution of injected current in a subject could be calculated and visualized through current density imaging (CDI). Calculated CDI paths however have a limited degree of accuracy due to both avoidable methodological errors and inevitable limitations dictated by MR imaging constraints. The source and impact of these limitations are scrutinized in this paper. Quantification of such limitations is an essential step prior to passing any judgment about the results especially in biomedical applications. An innovative technique along with metrics for evaluation of range of errors using baseline and phase cycle MR images is proposed in this work. The presented approach is helpful in pinpointing the local artifacts (areas for which CDI results are suspect), evaluation of global noises and artifacts and assessment of the effect of approximation algorithms on real and artifactual components. We will demonstrate how this error/reliability evaluation is applicable to interpretation of CDI results and in this framework, report the CDI results for an artificial phantom and a live pig heart in Langendorff setup. It is contended here that using this method, the inevitable trade-off between details and approximations of CDI components could be monitored which provides a great opportunity for robust interpretation of results. The proposed approach could be extended, adapted and used for statistical analysis of similar methods which aim at mapping current and impedance based on magnetic flux images obtained through MRI.